
OUR YOUTH-LED SUSTAINABLE
ENTERPRISE PROGRAM IS BACK!   

We are thrilled to announce that
our exciting Youth Sustainable
Enterprise Program has
relaunched this month. 
In our free weekly sessions, we
teach budding  entrepreneurs
essential business skills and also
give them the opportunity to win
an incredible grant towards setting
up their own venture. 
Read more on p.7 
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Our new class of YSE students in Kendit 

Some of our more
rhythmic members of staff

have been trained in
Zumba Style fitness classes

by friend of the trust,
Nùria.  So, now our

teachers can deliver the
classes for the community!

New classes in our Jungle FIIT Programme!
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Welcome back Wati! 
Our fabulous Hub cook Wati is back after the birth of a

gorgeous baby girl named Jasmine! Huge
congratulations to her family and welcome back to the
trust...we have certainly missed your happy presence

and, of course, your awesome cooking!

 We challenged our team to take a photo summing up the Phase Review training
weekend we went on.  Our photos will be added to the walls of the Trust to remind us
of the weekend.  These are the entries and the winning photo, taken by our Operations
Manager Charlie as she watched Sifa and Dea apply natural mud masks and get the
uncontrollable giggles!

STAFF PHOTO COMPETITION:

AJUNGLE MOMENT

TOO MANY COOKS

SELFIE SIXLOST

MUD SISTERS

SMALL BUT MIGHTY
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Thank you 
Rachael! 

As our first post-pandemic volunteer, Racheal joined us at exciting  time here at the
Trust. With her, she brought light, laughter, positivity, an incredible work ethic,
brilliant  ideas, words of wisdom, energising  lessons, a passion for tidying,
friendship, hugs and buckets loads of bravery too (you should see this woman leap
from a rock face into the river).We look forward to seeing you again in the future!



TRUST FAMILY
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Team Mottos this month.…
Together we are stronger 

Be the reason someone smiles today.
What is behind you and what is in front of you pales into insignificance compared

to what is inside you.
Success is the sum of small efforts repeated day in day out

Kindness changes everything. 
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Some of our favourite moments 
of the month in pictures.. 

We also have another new arrival at the Trust in the
shape of a very mischievous kitten named Padma. 

 Padma is our Trust Cat Bagheera's baby and gives us
plenty of entertainment every day. Whether she is

jumping out of windows,  climbing on the roof and
then getting rescued by Dea, our Conservation

Programme Coordinator, or tipping over any waste bin
she can find, she's always up to something cheeky!

A lot can happen here in a day here!
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OUR VOLUNTEERS HAVE RETURNED!VOLUNTEER UPDATES
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JUNGLE TREKKING

We took our volunteers on a 2
day trek into the Jungle with one
of our partners, Bukit Lawang

Jungle Trekking.  
The orangutans, gibbons,

macacks, Thomas Leaf monkeys,
turtles, peacocks and so many
other creatures all came out to

see us!
 

We only use ethical jungle
trekking companies here in Bukit

Lawang. This means we don't
feed wild animals, never leave
litter and always respect the

animals  by keeping a distance. 



YOUTH RANGERS ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Here at the Trust we are always innovating and
improving our lessons to ensure that our
children  and adults are motivated, engaged
and, of course, having fun during the learning. 
 So, this month we have taught some of our
classes in restaurants and had our Programme
Coordinator act as an English 'waiter' to help
students improve their question asking and
responding, as well as learning useful phrases
for eating out. Our students have also been
practising their conversational  skills in a
'speed-dating' format (complete with bell!)
where they had to have lots of mini
conservations over the afternoon. We can't wait
to see what our ESL team will think of next!

PROGRAM UPDATES
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Our classes for Youth Ranger have started in Perumahan and
Dea and Cloé are enjoying getting know their newest Youth
Ranger recruits! Across all of the villages, our children have
been learning about how to protect the nature around them, 

 including  reducing
plastic waste and
helping with regular 
 litter picking sessions. 
Learning about
animals is always key to
the children connecting
with the environment
 here and so this month has seen them researching tigers
and also creating some fantastic artwork too. They have
also been out on nature walks to find and learn about one of
the most used plants here for everything from building to
cooking in Sumatra-Bamboo. 



KINDERGARTEN

PROGRAM UPDATES
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Our children in TK have been learning about
transport this month. They have looked at
land, air and water transport during the last
few weeks. To celebrate all things that move,
our TK teachers organised for them take a
trip on an Odong-odong. This double bus,
complete with party music, took them to see
some deer and have a fun day out! In their
English lessons, they have made paper boats,
went on an imaginary sea mission as captains
and they even experimented with floating and
sinking with their water transport. 

Our Youth-led Sustainable Enterprise
Programme has started in Kendit and Batu
Rongring.  We deliver our Green Business
Model to over 20 entrepreneurs- some who
have their own business already and are
looking to make improvements and some who
are starting their dream business from
scratch. So far we have covered our ideas
stage of business creation and also planned
and carried out market research.  Our aim is
to help our students to build businesses
which are sustainable, enjoyable to run and
which give the local community something
they need. 



IN OTHER NEWS
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SUPPORTING PROJECTS 
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Wondering what the header
photo is this month?  This

was taken during our phase
review weekend at bohorok
river, which flows through

Bukit lawang.

Obrolan Wanita is our weekly women’s catch
up where we talk about everything from periods
and parenting to sexual health and
relationships.
This month we have been teaching women how
to check their breasts for signs of breast
cancer, learning about female anatomy and
talking about how to get to know our bodies
better. We understand that how our body is
functioning is. sign of how well you are and
how to spot any issues early on is key. 

 Appreciation Corner:
HUGE THANKS TO...
All of our donators this

month who have delivered
resources for the Trust-

everything from
chalkboard paint to mini

magnifying  glasses!


